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 This book began as a joint venture between the late Robert N. Butler 

and me. I interviewed Dr. Butler on four separate occasions early in 2010 

and corresponded with him by phone and e-mail until his sudden death. 

Three of his daughters—Alexandra, Chris, and Cindy—and one of his 

granddaughters (Corinne) gave me insights, personal and professional, into 

a man they adored. It is fi tting to dedicate this volume to them. I also want 

to thank Herta Gordon, who enriched Bob’s life, for her support and 

perspectives. 

 Friends were tremendous help. I owe my greatest debt to Rick Moody, 

who willingly interrupted our collaborative efforts on two other books so 

that I could undertake this project in a timely manner. Having worked 

closely with Butler for more than three decades, Rick provided a reading of 

the fi rst draft of the manuscript that proved enormously helpful. He also 

offered tough constructive criticism when he felt that I needed it. Tom 

Cole greatly improved the fi rst chapter. Linda Fried and Jack Rowe made 

the initial pitch to Columbia University Press. Morriseen Barmore, Butler’s 

assistant, and our mutual friend Barbara Greenberg supplied hard-to-fi nd 
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materials. Wyneth Carter Achenbaum, my sister-in-law, did invaluable 

 genealogical searches. I also benefi ted from conversations and friends in 

U.S. gerontological and geriatric circles—especially Bob Atchley, the late 

Bob Binstock, Tuck Finch, Bob Kastenbaum, and “Fox” Wetle. 

 I wrote much of this manuscript while serving as a visiting chair in ger-

ontology at St. Thomas University in Fredericton, New Brunswick. There 

Gary Kenyon, Bill Randall, and Deb van den Hoonaard provided terrifi c 

support; Janice Ryan did a superb job of editing an early draft. Stephen 

Katz arranged for talks at Trent University and the University of Toronto, 

generously offering his perspective. Thanks to my colleagues at the Univer-

sity of Houston and the Institute for Spirituality and Health, I had the time 

necessary to revise my work. Maria von Furstenberg, Claire Poff, and Ni-

cole Kurtz helped to organize citations. Colleagues in the Department of 

Geriatric and Palliative Care Medicine, University of Texas Medical School 

Houston, gave me valuable feedback, especially Carmel Dyer and Sharon 

Ostwald. I found it useful to bounce ideas off Earl Shelp, an associate at 

Interfaith Care Partners. 

 At Columbia University Press, Jennifer Perillo has been an enthusiastic 

and discerning editor. I have also benefi ted from working with Stephen 

Wesley, Kathryn Jorge, Emily Loeb, Anita O’Brien, and Pat Perrier. 
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 “Life review” has become a standard method of working with older 

people in clinical settings and adult learning centers. Life review gives 

older people an opportunity to arrange the threads of their biographies. 

They can review afresh both the primary and dystonic motifs that become 

manifest in the process. Ideally, life review—rarely a one-time exercise—

prepares subjects to face fi nitude with equanimity, possibly to tie up loose 

ends in representations of self and relationships with others. 

 I start with life review because Butler, at age thirty-six, stressed its 

value for treating the aged—even those abandoned in nursing homes. His 

ideas and methods quickly gained wide usage for younger persons as well. 

He himself engaged in life reviews of his own at several junctures, includ-

ing the very end of his life. Life review thus affords us a synoptic aperçu 

into Butler and his ideas as he aged. 

� � � � �    

 Early in his scientifi c career Butler fi red gerontological imaginations with a 

path-breaking article, “The Life Review: An Interpretation of Reminiscence 

  one 
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